
Insurity Bridge Specialty Suite

Top 5 reasons specialty carriers choose Insurity Bridge Specialty Suite

Make changes easily  
 - Leverage intuitive, no-code configuration tools to build specialized 

workflows, algorithms, and business rules  

 - Enable a smooth user experience by building specialty insurance 
products that are designed to support your workflows

Identify growth opportunities 
 - Generate actionable insights with pre-built dashboards and 

configurable data sources   

 - Gain a holistic view across your book of business with a robust,  
fully integrated data analytics module 

Expand into marine lines with confidence 
 - Stay ahead of the curve by leveraging Insurity’s 25+ years of 

experience in marine cargo insurance 

 - Enable seamless cargo policy management and certificate  
issuance through an integration with Insurity Marine Suite

Foster collaboration across your business 
 - Improve operational efficiency by leveraging robust APIs to 

integrate to an ecosystem of solutions and 3rd-party data providers 

 - Enable your teams to complete work quickly with a cloud-hosted 
model that enables multi-party access 

Evolve your specialty insurance products
 - Update products without professional service fees across policy, 

forms, billing, and claims 

 - Provide a better policyholder experience with multi-lingual and  
multi-currency support

“We selected the Insurity Bridge 
Specialty Suite because of the 
flexibility of the system. And, we 
knew down the road this was the 
right system if we wanted to be able 
to maintain existing products and 
configure new products and lines of 
business ourselves. It was a pretty 
simple decision for us.”    

  
Jim Clark 
CUO and SVP 

20+  
specialty insurance products 

in production

Create new specialty products 
in marine, cyber, yachts, 

farm, and more

POLICY | BILLING | CLAIMS | BRANDED PORTALS | NO-CODE INTERFACE | REPORTING

Expand into new specialty and marine lines with ease using a configurable, 
cloud-native suite purpose-built for writing complex business

Insurity is a leading provider of cloud-based software and analytics for insurance carriers, brokers, and MGAs. Insurity is trusted by 22 of the 
top 25 P&C carriers and 7 of the top 10 MGAs in the US and has over 400 cloud-based deployments. | www.insurity.com | +1 866 476 2606 

Configure and develop 
specialty products quickly 

with no-code tools
 

Onboard agents and 
vendors with custom 

branded portals

Optimize operations 
with custom and 

out-of-the-box reports
 

Codeless configuration Digital enablement Robust reporting


